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MESSAGE FROM THE STEERING COMMITTEE
Why This Report: We are pleased to share the 2014 Annual Report on the State of Municipal Procurement in Canada, the
fifth annual report of the Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Procurement (MCSP). It highlights strategic sustainable
supply chain themes and trends from 2014 and provides an outlook for the year ahead based on current practices,
challenges and lessons shared by municipalities. This report explains why eco-efficiencies, supplier innovation and building
a municipal brand are the top three benefits that municipalities believe they get from sustainable procurement. The MCSP
Annual Report is a resource for municipalities and other agencies that are planning, developing or optimizing sustainable
procurement programs. Participating municipalities use it to identify municipal partners to approach around collaboration
opportunities. And it is also a reference for City Council members and City Management Team staff who want the quick
overview of ‘who’s where’ in the 2014 National Municipal ‘Snapshot’ chart (see page 2).
Who We Are: The MCSP was founded by a group of Canadian municipalities to facilitate collaboration and the sharing of
resources and technical expertise to advance sustainable procurement. This collaborative group has emerged as a leading
learning and capacity building network for municipalities in Canada, and is a front-runner in setting new benchmarks and
best practices in the field of sustainable procurement.
How the Report is Organized: The information in this report was gathered through interviews with MCSP members, a
series of peer exchange teleconferences organized to promote collaboration within the group, and results from an online
survey distributed to 50 municipalities, including all MCSP members. The MCSP Steering Committee has provided
additional guidance in the development of the report.
As in years past, this report is arranged into four main sections:
1.

The first section, Municipal Sustainable Procurement in 2014, looks at the current state of municipal sustainable
procurement across Canada as reflected in the 2014 National Snapshot. Here you’ll find key trends and benefits as
self-reported by MCSP members.

2.

This is followed by 2014 Challenges and Strategies, examining the barriers municipalities have faced over the past
year in advancing their sustainable purchasing program, as well as the strategies they have used to overcome them.

3.

Next, we move to A Glimpse Ahead – An Outlook for 2015, where we foreshadow potential trends.

4.

Finally, the report’s Appendices provide information on sustainable procurement, the MCSP Best Practice Framework
for Sustainable Procurement, and Case Studies showcasing Canadian municipalities’ best practices.

We are hopeful that through this report, and the continual updating of municipal sustainable procurement trends and
best practices data, we are supporting the advancement of sustainable procurement practices across the country.
We would like to acknowledge the staff from municipalities across the country who contributed their time to provide
valuable information for this report.

Thank you!
2014 MCSP Steering Committee
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City of Edmonton, Dan Lajeunesse

City of Ottawa, Jeff Byrne

Branch Manager, Corporate Supply and Materials
Management

Chief Procurement Officer

1. MUNICIPAL SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT IN 2014
The conversation about sustainable procurement and sustainable supply chains definitely escalated in 2014. More than
ever, in municipalities across the country, Councils and staff discussed issues and exchanged ideas related to green
purchasing, local food, social enterprises, and the importance of considering the social and environmental risks in the
supply chain. Sustainability is becoming a more established and integral part of the purchasing process for Canadian
municipalities, who increasingly recognize that a well-designed and executed sustainable purchasing program can help
deliver a number of strategic priorities. But there is still much work to be done to move from Policy to Action and then
ultimately Impact.
Sustainable procurement at the municipal level in 2014 was primarily focused on several key commodities that are the
staples of municipal operations; paper, electronic equipment, vehicles, and cleaning supplies. But now most of the ‘low
hanging fruit’ has been picked, municipalities are starting to take a more material approach to identify ‘hot spot’
categories like building materials and professional and service contracts. The field has seen a growing interest in local
purchasing, in particular local food. Supplier engagement around sustainability is becoming a more prominent part of
vendor performance management, especially compared to two to three years ago.
Most sustainable purchasing decisions continue to tend to focus on environmental factors such as energy efficiency and
packaging, more than social considerations such as working conditions or local economic impacts. Nonetheless, the
Fairtrade movement is beginning to gain traction as more municipalities adopt ‘Fairtrade Town’ policies, demonstrating a
growing awareness about social and economic issues and the connection to municipal spending. These are just some of
the trends that are discussed in more depth throughout this report.
Our annual National Municipal Snapshot (see chart on next page), based on self-reported information from MCSP
participants, reveals that, with basic sustainable purchasing policies now largely in place, Canadian municipalities are
increasingly turning their focus toward implementation, with an emphasis on four key sustainable procurement practices:
using tools as part of procurement, training and engaging buying staff, reporting results and supplier engagement.
Other key takeaways from the National Municipal Snapshot are:
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Over the past year, progress has been continuous, but incremental. This speaks to the fact that sustainable
purchasing is a multi-year initiative, and that large institutions historically have a deeply engrained way of
purchasing, so change comes slowly.



At a minimum, all participating municipalities have some type of sustainable purchasing strategy or plan in
place, and nearly all have some type of green purchasing policy or bylaw. This is an improvement from years
past. Overall, the development of tools and procedures has increased year after year.



The areas showing the most progress in 2014 were training and measurement/reporting. Both of these were
considered high priorities for many municipalities last year – and again this year.



Notwithstanding the outcry of concern about sweatshop labour following the 2013 collapse of Bangladesh’s Rana
Plaza factory, there was little growth in policies related to supplier codes of conduct last year.



Purchasing departments continued to broaden their leadership and collaboration, maximizing their participation
in MCSP, and extending their collaborations with other internal departments (e.g. the Sustainability department)
as well as non-member municipalities and other organizations.
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2014 National Municipal Progress ‘Snapshot’
The table below provides a self-reported ‘snapshot’ of the progress of the MCSP’s municipal partners on their sustainable procurement programs to the end of
2014. Interviews were conducted with key municipal representatives to produce these self-ratings. Programs were self-assessed using the ‘10 Best Practice
Program Areas’ framework established by the MCSP to describe successful sustainable procurement programs (See Appendix B for complete descriptions).

10 Best Practice Program Areas Progress Chart
Program Areas
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Edmonton

Strategy &
Action
Plan

Green
Purchasing
Policy

Supplier
Code of
Conduct



















Grand Prairie
Kelowna
Ottawa
Saanich
Saskatoon
Surrey
Vancouver
Victoria
Whitehorse
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What’s New: Key Trends in Sustainable Procurement
Municipalities made incremental but important progress in maximizing limited resources and reorganizing their
sustainable purchasing programs and activities to be more focused and strategic. Key trends show that 2014 has been a
successful year for municipalities to push through challenges and move their programs to the next level. These include
obtaining more buy-in from senior levels; greater refinement of tools and procedures; further development of training
and communications tools (closing a gap that was identified in 2013); and improving measurement and reporting tools.
Slightly less encouraging was the observation that specific environmental and social criteria are still not yet routinely
considered in the majority of municipalities’ purchasing or tendering process.
1.

C-Suite Awareness: Greater Success Securing Senior or Executive Level Support

Sustainable purchasing made its way into executive agendas in 2014. More than half of the national survey’s respondents
indicated that they were somewhat successful in securing senior or executive level support for their municipality’s
Sustainable Purchasing program, with almost a third indicating that they were very successful.
2.

Punching Below our Weight: Specific environmental or social criteria are still underweighted in evaluations

It’s clear that sustainability has not yet become a completely integral part of municipalities’ purchasing process; none of
the survey respondents reported regular and consistent use of specific environmental or social criteria in their purchasing
or tender specifications. Slightly more than half indicated that they use environmental or social criteria in purchasing
specifications some (not most) of the time, while many indicated that they rarely do.
Half of respondents said they rarely if ever use ethical purchasing policies or supplier codes of conduct. Most rely on
voluntary disclosures by vendors rather than on external verification of minimum environmental and labour standards in
supplier codes of conducts. Those that do apply ethical purchasing policies or supplier codes of conduct do so for contracts
with a high risk of labour abuse, such as clothing contracts. These findings show that there is still more work to be done
in educating client departments and other stakeholders to consider the conditions under which all of the products in their
supply chain are made.
Those who do use environmental or social criteria do so sparingly: in assigning weight to sustainability in their standard
RFP evaluations, almost three-quarters of respondents valued environmental or social criteria as “not very significant”
(10% or less), and less than 10% weighted sustainability at 16-25% of the overall weighting criteria within a Request of
Proposal.
3.

Getting Ready to Go Mainstream: More widespread application of procurement tools and procedures

Municipalities spent a greater amount of time this year refining and applying the tools and procedures that they’ve been
developing. These efforts include developing clauses for RFP and RFX documents that focus on packaging, GHG
emissions, and end-of-life treatment of purchased goods, among other considerations. The MCSP is looking into ways to
streamline tools to help purchasing departments differentiate between product providers and service providers.
4. Building our People: Greater development and application of training and communications tools
A major priority to move sustainable procurement efforts forward in 2014 was providing – and receiving -- training for
procurement staff. Not surprisingly, MCSP members ranked attending the Collaboration’s webinars as one of the most
valuable mechanisms for staff training and education. Half of the survey respondents provided in-house training courses
and seminars for their staff, and several attended Sustainable Purchasing conferences and workshops.
Training serves primarily to educate staff on the benefits of sustainable purchasing and the ways to use relevant tools
such as leadership questionnaires, eco-logos, or sustainability clauses. Training was also reported as a good way to
communicate best practices and key trends, engage client departments, and engage suppliers around sustainability.
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Commodity-specific training is also trending upward for items such as cleaning supplies, disposable products, and local
food.
40% of survey respondents said all of their procurement staff received training; 30% said all buyers received training; and
30% said some of their staff received training. The vast majority of respondents felt that training initiatives were at least
somewhat effective in improving the knowledge, skills and confidence of their staff to implement sustainable purchasing
practices. Most report that there is more to be done in this area and that continuous information and awareness
programming for a wide variety of internal stakeholders is key to long term success and impact.
5.

What Gets Measured Does Matter!: Measurement and Reporting on the Rise

Municipalities progressed this year in their efforts to measure and report on their sustainable purchasing efforts. While
the majority of respondents see themselves as still in early stages of creating robust reporting systems, at least a third
consider their reporting systems to be somewhat developed. Still, a number site the lack of measurable benchmarks and
KPIs as a barrier to reporting and advancing their programs.
The good news is, most municipalities have some sort of evaluation system in place with process and impact indicators.
However, the majority has yet to develop key performance indicators (KPIs) by which to set targets and evaluate their
progress. One respondent tracks GHG emissions via fuel and vehicle use, as well as waste reduction via paper use
reporting.

Top Six Benefits from Sustainable Procurement
Municipalities reap a wide variety of benefits from sustainable purchasing programs. Here are the ones our 2014 survey
participants identified as the top benefits they received this year, in order of ranking:
1. Increase in eco-efficiency and other sustainability
benefits
Most respondents identified eco-efficiency as the top
key benefit gained from their Sustainable Purchasing
programs. These programs help their organizations
reach their sustainability goals in a relatively
straightforward manner, and have cost benefits as
well (see Item 6 below). Efficiencies come from
purchasing products with less packaging, creating less
waste materials to handle, and from selecting ecoefficient models of energy consuming items such as
those found in data centre equipment, heating and
cooling equipment, et cetera.
2. More strategic supplier relationships
Supplier collaboration is now seen as integral to
achieving longer-term success and greater impact.
Sustainable purchasing programs create an
opportunity to have new conversations with suppliers
about ways to make their products more efficient,
eliminate toxic ingredients, or integrate new types of
packaging. In some cases, these conversations can help to build stronger relationships with suppliers who are already
going down the path of sustainability, wherein both parties can learn from one another. In other cases, through its
4
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sustainability work with a municipality, a supplier is positioned to introduce new innovations to other customers. For
example, recently both the City of Edmonton and the City of Surrey worked with their suppliers to introduce a reusable
tote containers for delivery of various warehouse or office suppliers; solutions which the suppliers can now provide for
other clients.
3.

Enhanced brand as a leading municipality

Many municipalities across the country are seeing the strategic benefits that come from branding themselves as leaders
in sustainability in terms of engaging with their residential and business communities, with several declaring claims to be
‘greenest’ cities. Sustainable purchasing is now seen as a catalyzing practice for advancing green agendas around Zero
Waste, Carbon Neutrality, Economic Development, Financial Resilience as well as Risk Reduction. More and more MCSP
members are gaining recognition for their status related to Green Purchasing, Local Food Purchasing, Fairtrade Town
Status, Aboriginal Purchasing and other elements of the broader sustainable purchasing agenda.
4.

More engaged employees

Sustainable purchasing offers buyers and other purchasing staff an opportunity to more directly contribute to new and
interesting corporate goals around sustainability, waste, GHG emissions, et cetera. For some employees, these
initiatives create more interesting work beyond just executing transactions to save their employer money, and
personally connects them to the contribution they’re making to their city’s overall goals.
This effect can extend beyond the buying and procurement groups to the municipal staff as a whole, as long as staff can
see the connection between a municipality’s stated stance on sustainability and what’s actually happening on the
ground. The more staff observe their employer’s “walking the talk” – that is, providing recycled paper for their printers,
serving Fairtrade coffee in lunchrooms, using green cleaning products, and so on - the more likely they will be to support
the green mission by taking part in green activities themselves (e.g., recycling, carpooling, making their work stations
more energy efficient, etc.).
5.

Risk mitigation and reduction

Having a sustainable purchasing program in place sends a signal to suppliers that the municipality is interested in the
labour conditions that exist where the items they buy are made, and that they appreciate the quality of ingredients they
are purchasing. Working with suppliers who subscribe to high standards lowers the risk of purchasing items that are
harmful to people or the planet, or contain subpar materials that can create costly project delays. Additionally, having a
sustainable purchasing program in place will reduce the reputational risk of the municipality.
6.

Financial return on investments / cost reductions

The fact is, there are direct costs associated with many
sustainability initiatives, but sustainable purchasing initiatives can
help to mitigate and in some cases lower those costs. It’s important
to consider the total cost of ownership, especially around large
capital investments that might have a higher up front cost but a
lower operating cost. For example, the City of Kelowna purchased
an expensive piece of landfill machinery, but the efficiency with
which it operated will result in a significant – and thereby valuable - increase in the lifespan of their landfill.
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2. CHALLENGES AND STRATEGIES
Six Key Challenges Facing Sustainable Procurement Programs
While progress continues to be made in advancing sustainable purchasing programs, participants nonetheless identified
a number of barriers they faced in their efforts. Here are the key challenges identified in our survey:
1. Lack of dedicated internal staff
As in years past, municipalities still identify
the absence of full- or part-time staff
dedicated to carrying out sustainable
purchasing programs as the greatest barrier
for progress. Some purchasing departments
struggle with waves of staff turnover due to
people retiring or moving. Others have found
a shortage of skilled and seasoned supply
chain professionals in the marketplace.
Smaller municipalities are particularly
resource constrained; few have any
dedicated resourcing. (Only three MCSP
participants have at least half-time staff
dedicated to the work.)
2. Staff’s lack of sustainability expertise
Even municipalities with adequate staffing
may find their sustainable purchasing
initiatives stalling as a result of on-going
hiring and training challenges. Some staff
may lack knowledge about the sustainable
attributes of products, lack confidence in
verifying ‘green’ claims, or may fear ‘getting it wrong’ and jeopardizing the whole procurement process. To overcome this,
municipalities are investing more time into training procurement staff. They are also building awareness and collaboration
within Supply and environmental teams through face-to-face meetings and sharing information. Some stated that they
lack the funding to hire someone to provide strategic advice on the program.
3.

Lack of money and time

Funding continues to be a challenge for many municipalities, especially for those with client departments who believe the
cost of sustainable products and services is too high. The misperception around cost may be a holdover from past years
when many green products cost significantly more. It remains true that upfront costs can be difficult to justify in a
municipal system built around annual budgets. In some cases upfront costs related to ‘green’ products may take a few
years to recoup, but the nature of budgeting on an annualized basis makes it difficult to apply a total cost of ownership or
lifecycle approach.
Others believe that sustainable procurement will add too much time to the procurement process. This perception persists
in organizations with less sophisticated forward planning. Procurement or purchasing groups approached at the last
minute by their internal clients can have a challenging time quickly assessing the market’s capacity to deliver green
products or services, or thinking through the associated risks and opportunities on products with the client. In these cases
where there are rushed timelines, sustainability issues tend to slip to a lower priority.
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4. Resistance to change
One of the hardest barriers to overcome when instituting a sustainable purchasing program can be the organizational
culture. Some survey respondents said they were challenged by their client departments’ reluctance to integrate
sustainability considerations into procurements, while others observed barriers to change within the purchasing
department itself. Resistance may be linked to any number of factors, such as the lack of clear mandate to purchase
sustainably across the corporation; the lack of buy-in across the organization (and from top management); or internal
restructuring of supply chain management to a centralized model.

Getting the Job Done: The Key Strategies Municipalities use to Overcome Barriers
The top strategies identified as most effective in advancing a Sustainable Purchasing program were: (1) training and
education with procurement staff and other key internal groups; and (2) focusing on a finite set of products and services.
Municipalities also found that allocating a dedicated
staff person, or a portion of an FTE to the work was
extremely helpful. Other strategies that have been
successful in advancing sustainable purchasing
programs include creating a sustainable purchasing
committee of procurement and environmental staff
that meets monthly to work on program
improvements, and integrating sustainable
purchasing training/work into other municipal
programs.
Some purchasing groups have found it helpful to
create a strategy in consultation with other city
departments, or to use external subject matter
experts to inform or guide their programs. Both of
these initiatives can help to gain focus and get
strategic buy-in from internal stakeholders.
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3. A GLIMPSE AHEAD – THE OUTLOOK FOR 2015
Canadian municipalities, with their tremendous purchasing power that impacts millions of lives every day, continue to
play a key role in moving sustainable procurement forward. Sustainable procurement is becoming a more established
mechanism to advance municipalities’ green and social agendas and to strengthen ties with enterprises that help them
pursue these agendas. Given the steady and continued progress municipalities made in 2014 with professionalizing
sustainable purchasing, what does 2015 hold for them?
Nearly all MCSP participants expect that their sustainable purchasing activities will increase in 2015, due to more
dedicated part-time resources and increasing capacity. Municipalities will do smarter sustainable purchasing by setting
strategic priorities and scaling up sustainability impacts. This will involve translating more general policy statements and
principles into a strategic projects, e.g. in key construction contracts, that then can be used to engage staff and other
suppliers. It will involve benefiting from synergies through more effective collaboration, as municipalities are getting more
sophisticated in working together and with different internal groups. In order to be able to intensify sustainable impacts,
tracking and reporting on measures such as emissions and waste diversion rates will become indispensable.

Where is the Work Being Done? Top Program Development Areas for 2015
Based on the 10 Best Practice Program Elements and through interviews and surveys, municipalities identified the
following as their top three priority program areas for 2015:


Delivering increased levels of training and communication with buying audiences
Municipalities are going deeper into sustainable purchasing training with their buying staff, getting them more
involved in MCSP webinars and teleconferences, and conducting training outside of the purchasing groups to
work more with client departments and suppliers. They are also working on improving internal communications
with administrative staff and other key purchasing decision makers to help them make more sustainable
decisions when buying low-value, high transaction items (e.g., catering, office or kitchen supplies). For example,
the City of Kelowna held a Sustainable Purchasing Fair to help educate staff on these issues (see Appendix C for
details).



Applying procurement tools and procedures
Municipalities will continue to further optimize technical tools and procedures to ensure that suppliers are
demonstrating sustainability leadership in their business practices, and that products and services meet
sustainability specifications. These include using scorecards and leadership questionnaires, as well as more
specific clauses and specifications around key green or sustainable priorities such as packaging, lowering GHG
emissions, energy efficiency, using local employment, etc.
More work will be done this year to create and adapt tools for assessing sustainability criteria of vendors that
supply services (e.g., consulting, auditing, legal advice) as distinguished from those that provide products.



Creating a strategy and action plan
Sustainable purchasing is headed toward greater integration with business planning for purchasing and other
supply management groups within municipalities. Champions of sustainable purchasing will be advocating for it
to be seen as a facilitating or catalyzing activity for other strategies around risk mitigation, employee
engagement, and municipal sustainability charters. Strategy and action plans will not just focus on building out
sustainable purchasing programs, but will be linked to key commodities. Municipalities want to be able to preidentify material purchases that will have big impacts (for example, knowing that they are going to buy new
snow removal equipment) so they can build out thoughtful sustainability specifications.
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12 Key Product and Service Categories that will get Attention in 2015
Municipalities were asked in our survey about the top product and service categories on which they plan to concentrate
in 2015. The list is comprised of similar products that were prioritized by municipalities in 2014, although food ranked
much higher this year.
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Appendix A:

THE MCSP’S WORKING DEFINITION OF SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT

What does sustainable procurement mean to municipalities? Sustainable procurement is both an art and a science. The
art is in creating a process where municipalities consider ‘best value’ and ‘total’ costs in their procurements. In other
words, a process in which municipalities evaluate products based on their price, lifecycle, quality, and sustainability
features rather than just on unit cost alone. The science is in choosing the sustainability features that are relevant to your
organization.
Below is a working definition of sustainable procurement through a public sector lens. The definition breaks down
sustainable procurement into three sub-categories that provide a deeper understanding of the scope of influence that
sustainable procurement has within the marketplace. The MCSP working definition for Sustainable Procurement is
intentionally broad to capture the range of different types of sustainable procurement practices, namely:

A-1



Green or Environmentally Preferable Procurement. Procurement to mitigate environmental impacts such as
packaging, greenhouse gas emissions, toxicity, energy efficiency, waste generation, excessive resource use, etc.



Ethical Procurement. Purchasing to avoid sweatshop labour and ensure fair labour practices within production
facilities; often supported at the policy level by a Supplier Code of Conduct.



Socio-Economic Purchasing. Purchasing and promoting health and safety, local economic development,
minority groups, social enterprises, Living Wage, local food, Fairtrade or other measures, which improve the
health and well-being of individuals and communities.
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Appendix B:
MCSP BEST PRACTICE
FRAMEWORK FOR
SUSTAINABLE
PROCUREMENT: KEY
ELEMENTS & EXAMPLES
This framework of 10 key
Sustainable Procurement
Program Elements has been
created based on the collective
experience of MCSP participants.
It identifies the policies and
practices that make for a solid
and impactful program – one
that delivers tangible business
results. Ultimately, a high
performing program has all of
these elements in place – but we
recognize it takes time to reach
scale in all areas.
These 10 elements are defined
below, with 2014 real-world
examples from municipalities
showcased for each.

B-1

Strategy & Action Plan

❶

Documenting, building out, and
enhancing a phased
implementation plan, this is
aligned with organizational goals
to guide development and
improvement of your
sustainable procurement
program.

Supplier Code of Conduct

Green Purchasing Policy

❷

Developing a code of conduct for
your suppliers clearly articulating
the minimum ethical standards
you expect them to meet with
regard to their operations (i.e.
no sweat-shops, no
discrimination).

Developing a green or
sustainable purchasing policy or
policy guideline that identifies
why sustainable purchasing is
important to your organization
and sustainability commitments
and priorities to guide your
program.

Examples
Examples

Examples

The City of Edmonton engaged
with all of the City’s five General
Managers and nearly 100
operational staff to develop the
Power of A Billion which is a
sustainable purchasing strategy
that connects the practice of
sustainable purchasing to most
of the City’s key strategic plans
resulting in significantly
increased awareness of their
program.

The City of Ottawa contracted
Energy Ottawa in a pilot project
for the design, product
evaluation and turnkey retrofit
installation of LED streetlights
along Carling Avenue, reducing
energy consumption and
maintenance costs while
enhancing the visual
environment.

❸

The City of Vancouver required
proponents responding to the
2014 RFP for uniforms to provide
a list of the names and locations
of all factories producing COV
apparel at the time of
contracting. In addition,
proponents were asked to
answer questions related to
their leadership initiatives with
respect to Fair Labour and
Workplace Practices and
Environmental Management of
Operations and Supply Chain.
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Social Sustainability
Commitments

❹

Considering other socioeconomic sustainability
considerations when procuring
goods and services (e.g. Fair
Trade, Living Wage, social
enterprises, local food etc.).

Examples
The City of Vancouver piloted a
requirement encouraging the
use of social enterprise or
people facing barriers to
employment to deliver graffiti
removal services. The successful
vendor is required to provide a
minimun number of hours to
people facing barriers and has
outperformed the requirement
in the first reporting period.

B-2

❺

Dedicated Staffing &
Resources
Having at least 1 part-time staff
person dedicated to sustainable
procurement (in their job
description) as well as adequate
funding for your sustainable
procurement program.

Examples
The Cities of Edmonton,
Vancouver and Calgary all had a
dedicated staff person within the
procurement teams focused on
leading the advancement of
sustainable purchasing and
reaching out to work with client
departments to identify
opportunities for increased
sustainability impacts related to
major procurements and
projects.

Tools & Procedures

Training &
Communication

This performance area includes
the development and application
of customized procurement
tools & procedures to
standardize operating
procedures and support staff in
delivering sustainability
measures for major purchases.

Developing and delivering
impactful training to municipal
procurement staff, key client
departments, and other
administrative staff in order to
empower them and advance
commitments to sustainable
procurement policy.

Examples
The District of Saanich
developed social and
environmental declarations that
are now included in all tender
packages and RFP documents
that require suppliers to disclose
social responsibility information
as well as developing several
product-focused specifications
related to paper, computers, as
well as other products.

Examples

❼

The City of Edmonton delivered
introductory training on
sustainable procurement to its
entire procurement staff,
followed up with weekly drop-in
sessions to provide one-on-one
help with practical application of
sustainable procurement tools
to buyers’ files.
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❽

Supplier Engagement

Measurement & Reporting

Engaging suppliers to gain their
buy-in for your sustainable
procurement specifications for
their good or service to create
strategic partnerships,
strengthen relations with your
suppliers, and stimulate
innovation.

This performance area evaluates
the success of your sustainable
procurement program by
developing key performance
indicators, assigning measurable
implementation targets, and
evaluating success through a
reporting framework that
promotes transparency.

Examples
The City of Kelowna’s
Purchasing department held a
Sustainable Procurement Fair for
City staff, inviting suppliers to
display their sustainable
products and strengthening
relationships between staff and
suppliers.

B-3

Examples

❾

The City of Ottawa implemented
changes to its financial
management systems within SAP
to be able to code procurements
that were deemed to align with
its green and ethical purchasing
policies. The City of Calgary
started to conduct some trend
analysis to better determine the
impacts of its SEEPP
programming.

Leadership &
Collaboration

❿

This performance area
emphasizes collaboration with
other municipalities and
organizations in order to
advance sustainable
procurement by providing
leadership, collaborating
resources, and sharing
knowledge on previous
experiences and best practice
models.

Examples
All members of the MCSP have
been active participants in
sharing tools, product
specifications, communication
materials and measuring
methods with one another to
increase the impacts of
sustainable purchasing.
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Appendix C:

2014 HIGHLIGHTS & BEST PRACTICE CASE STUDIES

Energy Efficient Product Procurement at
the City of Ottawa
The City of Ottawa contracted Energy Ottawa (an affiliate of
Hydro Ottawa) in a pilot project for the design, product
evaluation and turnkey retrofit installation of Light Emitting
Diodes (LED) streetlights along Carling Avenue, replacing the
High Pressure Sodium (HPS) streetlights. Energy Ottawa
competitively procured the fixtures and controls in close
consultation with the City.
Wide acceptance of LED street lighting technology is evident
in many municipalities across North America. LED lighting
contains no mercury, lead or gases, uses less energy and has
a longer life than HPS lighting. Full asset upgrades and largescale mock-ups have become a key item in municipal energy
reduction programs.

Communicating Green Purchasing at the
City of Kelowna
The Purchasing department of the City of Kelowna held a
Sustainable Procurement Fair for City staff and suppliers,
successfully increasing awareness and knowledge of the City’s
commitment to sustainability and, specifically, to sustainable
procurement policy and procedures. The Fair was heavily
promoted through flyers, emails and intranet notices, and
offers of prizes and refreshments helped account for the
excellent staff turnout.

The Outcome
The project, valued at just under $650,000, has
reduced energy consumption and maintenance
costs, while enhancing the visual environment. The
project also acted as a pilot for the verification of
current LED technology and justification for a
potential citywide upgrade. The annual energy
savings that could be expected if all City HPS lamps
were replaced with LED lamps would be
approximately 638,453 kWh, while the annual cost
savings would be approximately $72,464.

The Outcome
Over 100 city staff attended the Sustainability
Procurement Fair. The event also drew an
exceptional commitment from suppliers, who
provided distinctive displays of their products, along
with samples, strengthening relationships and
furthering staff education.

In particular, the Purchasing staff designed the Fair to boost
staff’s knowledge about sustainable products and
procurement. A dedicated booth, highlighting the City’s
sustainable procurement policy and procedures, sparked
discussions around the need to balance considerations when
procuring sustainable goods and services.
Additionally, the Fair enabled attendees to learn about the
City’s overall pillars of sustainability and its upcoming
sustainability initiatives, including a soft rollout of the
Sustainable Purchasing Decision Making Checklist for
commercial or multi-unit development proposals. The event
also provided information about completed City projects that
incorporated sustainable features.
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Developing Staff Capacity: Ongoing
Training at the City of Edmonton
Sustainable purchasing is the latest “buzz word” in the City of
Edmonton’s Corporate Procurement branch, following a
successful group training and one-on-one sessions helping
buyers apply sustainable purchasing tools and concepts to
their current work.
The initial training session, attended by the entire
procurement staff, provided an overview of sustainable
purchasing concepts, and a review of the City’s Sustainable
Purchasing Policy and the tools available in the tendering
process. Before the training, approximately 75% of
procurement staff were aware of sustainable purchasing
concepts, but unfamiliar with the tools for applying them to
their tenders. Only 10% of staff actively applied the Supplier
Code of Conduct & Sustainability Leadership Questionnaire to
their tenders; the remaining 15% were completely unfamiliar
with sustainable purchasing tools and concepts.

The Outcome
Procurement Managers now actively support the
application of sustainable purchasing within their
buying teams, and participation in the weekly dropin session continues to increase. Approximately 30%
of procurement staff are now actively applying
sustainable purchasing on a regular basis, with a
goal of reaching 100% by the end of 2015.

To reinforce understanding following the group training, the
Senior Buyer of Sustainable Purchasing began hosting weekly
one-hour drop-in sessions, devoting between 15-30 minutes
to review individual buyers’ files and discuss how sustainable
purchasing can be applied. Taking the time to work with staff
one-on-one has led to the increased application of
sustainable purchasing, and to branch-wide excitement
about the concept.
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Cross-Departmental Sustainable
Purchasing Committee Improves Policy
Implementation at City of Calgary
In 2013, The City of Calgary’s Supply Management and
Environmental & Safety Management teams were
overseeing implementation of The City’s 2008 Sustainable,
Environmental & Ethical Procurement Policy (SEEPP) with a
small SEEPP committee comprised of the Supply Manager, a
SEEPP Coordinator, and a handful of members from the
Supply leadership staff.
By early 2014, the Supply Manager felt that the structure of
this small team limited the group’s opportunities to build
awareness and buy-in of the program across departments. To
re-energize the City’s sustainable purchasing program, the
City reconfigured the SEEPP committee, creating a new
sustainable purchasing committee made up of volunteer
members of Supply management and buyer staff and the
City’s network of departmental and business unit-level
environmental coordinators and specialists. Inviting
participation from junior to senior levels across the
corporation signaled that the purpose of the committee was
to engage with staff from the ground up, not just the top
down.

The Outcome
The SEEPP coordinator as committee chair has
learned it is important to structure the meetings to
allow constructive feedback from the members, and
encourage everyone, regardless of position, to share
their ideas. The committee’s leadership continues to
identify opportunities for members of the City’s
environmental and sustainability network to sit in on
meetings and MCSP network webinars, as a way of
encouraging them to join the team.

The formation of the new cross-departmental committee has
opened up communication channels to help the SEEPP
program expand into business unit areas previously
untapped. A key factor in the success of this new committee
was sponsorship from the Manager of Supply, who strongly
supported her staff’s participation.
The committee meets monthly to share information, review
and develop improved implementation tools, and identify
ways to better educate staff about their role in SEEPP. The
committee’s regular monthly schedule helps members setaside time in their schedule.
There are naturally some challenges inherent with having
such a large committee, including making the shift from
sharing information to taking action and initiating projects.
The group has found it helpful to stick to short agendas
narrowly focused on a few actions, rather than trying to
cover many topics in each meeting. Also, rather than having
everyone participate on every project, the committee
sometimes creates smaller groups that are willing to meeting
more frequently on an initiative to keep momentum going.
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Sustainable Sourcing: Fire Trucks at the
City of Calgary
In 2014, the City of Calgary’s Supply Management department
issued an RFP for 14 new fire engines that were more compact
and efficient to operate than their old fleet. The RFP, valued at
over $8 million, was developed to source a new engine
specification that better met the operational needs of the
Calgary Fire Department (CFD), while maintaining a desired
level of design compatibility with the current engine fleet.

The Outcome
The new vehicles’ engines are smaller, as is their
overall design. They include LED lighting and the
ability to incorporate Auxiliary Power Units (APU).
APU idle reduction systems are expected to
significantly reduce the amount of diesel exhaust
soot, NOx and CO2 emissions into the atmosphere.

The CFD wanted to demonstrate leadership in the corporation
by integrating sustainability criteria into this bid. To that end,
Supply Management invited Environmental & Safety
Management into the RFP development discussions, and
enabled the technical departments to develop custom criteria
for the RFP.
As part of the contract evaluation criteria, the City included its
standard Sustainable, Environmental & Ethical Procurement
Policy (SEEPP) vendor leadership questionnaire, which asks
bidders to provide information on their ethical and
environmental business practices.
The inclusion of environmental experts early in the RFP
development process was critical to the success of this bid, as
was the flexible and open approach on the part of all parties
around the development of specifications.
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Sustainable Sourcing: Managed Print
Services at City of Vancouver
At the City of Vancouver the IT and Procurement Strategy
presented an opportunity to transform the legacy traditional
printing model to a print management services model, where
the City pays for a service that manages the life cycle and
maintenance of the printing devices - Managed Print Services
(MPS).
A project team was formed consisting of Supply Chain
Management (SCM), IT and the SCM sustainability expert.
The team prior to a competitive bid process conducted
market research, including presentations from leading
suppliers, to understand the market and the sustainabilityrelated opportunities.

The Outcome
The City’s new Managed Print Services (MPS) vendor
is required to measure and report on key
sustainability related KPIs (energy consumption,
paper consumption, waste generated, etc.) and
present plans to improve performance to a quarterly
Governance Committee. The MPS project success
will be measured by – service, savings and
sustainability performance.
The MPS project serves as a model for how to
address sustainability opportunities through the full
life cycle of procurement – market research, bid
development, bid evaluation, contract negotiations,
and contract management.

From the research, a comprehensive statement of work was
developed and sustainability-related requirements were
incorporated into a RFP for MPS. These requirements met
the City’s Green Operation goals and included a Sustainability
Plan that would address key sustainability-related goals
including:
 waste reduction (end of life disposition and
consumables)
 paper reduction
 reducing energy consumption
 use of eco-certified print devices to deliver service
Once the successful vendor was identified, the project team
worked with the City’s Legal department and the vendor, to
negotiate and incorporate specific sustainability
requirements/deliverables into the contract.
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New Tools to Empower Action: Sustainable
and Ethical Procurement Assessment at
the City of Vancouver
As part of the sustainable and ethical procurement (SEP)
program, the City of Vancouver since 2011 has been applying
a standard set of sustainability-related requirements in all
RFP’s valued at or over $75,000. Where identified as
material, additional sustainability requirements were
incorporated in larger contracts.
Throughout 2013-14 Supply Chain Management (SCM) had a
dedicated sustainability expert embedded within SCM. This
presented an opportunity to review the standard set of
requirements to enable SCM to apply a more tailored, robust
set of sustainability-related requirements to a broader set of
purchases at an earlier stage in the process to capture more
opportunities.
The standard set of requirements were transformed into a
SEP assessment; a series of yes/no questions that, once
answered, generates a summary of impacts and
recommended SEP requirements. The SEP assessment is
completed by SCM and the client department at the initial
information gathering stage of procurement (pre-bid).

The Outcome
The SEP assessment allows Supply Chain
Management (SCM) to be more systematic and
strategic in identifying sustainability-related
purchases.
Through the assessment process, SCM staff and
client departments are able to identify the
sustainability-related impacts associated with a
purchase at the start of the process, highlighting
these opportunities for senior decision makers, as
well as tailoring a set of robust sustainability-related
requirements specific to the purchase.
It also highlights to Council how the Sustainable and
Ethical Purchasing opportunities support the
Greenest City goals.

Starting early 2015, the City will conduct a SEP assessment on
procurements with a clear SEP opportunity and on all
procurements with a total contract value of $500,000 or
greater. The results of the assessment are included in the
procurement strategy presented to senior management.
Detailed SEP requirements have been developed for the
following: GHG fleet reductions, energy efficiency, waste &
packaging reductions, environmentally preferable products,
recycled content, sustainable food, and social impact. These
requirements help meet City strategic priorities and are also
supported by an evaluation grid.
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Supplier Engagement: Changing Supply
Delivery Practices at the City of Surrey
For many years, whenever the City of Surrey’s administrative
staff ordered office supplies from the City’s preferred office
supplies vendor, Mills Basics, they could expect to receive
their delivery the next day. Given the volume of orders from
the various departments, Mills was typically making deliveries
to City Hall every day of the week. The practice of next-day
delivery resulted in an excessive number of trips by the
vendor to City Hall, contributing to increased greenhouse gas
emissions and fuel costs. Moreover, most items were
packaged in cardboard boxes that were broken down and
recycled after a single use.
The City’s Sustainability Office proposed two changes to
reduce the impact of these delivery practices. First, they
streamlined deliveries to City Hall once a week, with next-day
delivery provided only upon request. Second, they enrolled in
Mills’ closed loop delivery program, in which office supplies
are delivered in reusable blue FROGBOX bins, creating zero
waste packaging. During the week, the bins can be filled with
used office supplies items for recycling (pens, toner
cartridges, etc.), and are picked up by Mills with the next
week’s delivery.

The Outcome
A survey of the City’s administrative staff a year into the
program found that overall, staff felt the use of the
FROGBOX bins was not only good for the environment, but
was also a time saver, as the bins didn’t need to be opened
with scissors or box cutters, broken down and recycled.
Many staff were also utilizing the option to recycle office
supplies via the bins. (Metrics on impact reduction in the
form of GHG emissions avoided and waste reduction of
cardboard boxes have not yet been received from the
vendor.)
There have been some challenges with the program as
well. Ensuring that the staff understands the Sustainability
Office’s efforts has required significant coordination. Staff
turnover contributed to some staff being unaware of the
established ordering procedures; others did not work on
the assigned delivery day; and some were simply unaware
that the City had a preferred office supplies vendor. And
even the best-intentioned administrative staff are not
always able to plan their orders for a once-a-week
delivery, as supplies are sometimes needed on short
notice.

The coordination with Shipping & Receiving staff was a crucial
element in the success of the program. They serve as the link
between the delivery driver and administrative staff receiving
deliveries, and are responsible for distributing deliveries
throughout City Hall and collecting the bins each week.
Ensuring that the weekly delivery date was workable for this
staff to complete these duties was essential, as was the
support of Administrative staff in the initial planning stages
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Appendix D:

ABOUT THE MUNICIPAL COLLABORATION FOR SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT

The Municipal Collaboration for Sustainable Procurement (MCSP) is a group of Canadian municipalities collaborating to
share information, resources and best practices for sustainable procurement. Since its launch in 2010, MCSP has been a
key player in facilitating the advancement of sustainable procurement across Canadian municipalities.
Municipalities in Canada are increasingly taking ‘Green’ and ‘Sustainability’ into consideration when making procurement
decisions. They recognize that buying green reduces costs, providing opportunities for more efficient use of materials,
resources and energy; helps improve the health of employees; transforms markets towards creating more green products
and services; and helps them achieve their sustainability targets.
Thirteen municipalities actively participated in MCSP in 2014, and membership is growing in 2015. Municipalities are
typically represented by their Directors of Supply Management, Procurement Managers or Senior
Environment/Sustainability Managers – all of whom take part in a series of networking teleconferences, webinars and
action planning sessions held over the year. Municipalities gain profile, share sustainable procurement lessons, best
practices and tools enabling them to fast track their individual program development.

2014 MCSP Participants
City of Calgary, Natalie Young, Corporate Environmental Specialist and SEEPP Coordinator
City of Edmonton, Dan Lajeunesse, Branch Manager, Corporate Supply and Materials Management*
City of Grand Prairie, Bob MacNeill, Purchasing Administrator
City of Guelph, Bill Stewart, Manager of Procurement and Risk Management
City of Kelowna, Maureen Loft, Manager, Purchasing and Stores
City of Ottawa, Jeff Byrne, Chief Procurement Officer*
City of Richmond, Syd Stowe, Manager, Purchasing
City of Saskatoon, Linda Rauckman, Manager, Materials Management
City of Surrey, Anna Mathewson, Manager, Sustainability
City of Vancouver, Rachael Carroll, Category Manager, Supply Chain Management
City of Victoria, Glen Oberg, Manager, Supply Management Services
City of Whitehorse, Shannon Clohosey, Sustainability Project Manager
District of Saanich, Lorraine Kuzyk, Manager of Purchasing Services
* MCSP Steering Committee Representative

MCSP Coordination Office and Contact
Reeve Consulting, experts in sustainable purchasing, facilitates the MCSP’S discussions and training sessions, and
provides project management and coordination services to the collaboration. For more information about the MCSP
project, contact:
Tim Reeve, President
Reeve Consulting, Inc.
P: 604-763-6829
E: timreeve@reeveconsulting.com
Web: http://mcspgroup.com/
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